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QUESTION 1

You need to implement a high-availability solution for SQL6 and SQL7, fulfilling the availability requirements at the
minimum expense. What should you do? 

A. Use log shipping. 

B. Use database mirroring. 

C. Use a three-node failover cluster. 

D. Use a four-node failover cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the database administrator for your company. The company uses a SQL Server 2005 database to track online
sales. Employees who run the In-Stock report experience slow performance. This performance problem is caused by
the contention between the In-Stock report and high volume of data entry to the tables that are accessed in this report.
The company wants the In-Stock report returned immediately even though other employees might be changing the data
within their data-entry transactions. Any changes made in other transactions while the report is running must be visible
to the employees who are running the In-Stock report. You need to design a solution to achieve this goal. 

What should you do? 

A. Change the transaction isolation level for the report transaction to Read Uncommitted. 

B. Change the transaction isolation level for the report transaction to serializable. 

C. Change the transaction isolation level for the report transaction to snapshot. 

D. Configure the database to enable the Read Committed snapshot option. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a database administrator for your company. You receive nightly data feeds from your consumer electronics
suppliers that show their inventory levels. The data value format that you receive from each supplier is not necessarily
consistent. You need to ensure that the data that you import into your database is accurate and is not duplicated. 

What should you do? 

A. Use a Fuzzy Lookup transform in SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) to import the data into your database. 

B. Write a query that includes the HAVING clause to remove duplicate values before the data is imported into your
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database. 

C. Write a query that uses the CHARINDEX function to import the data by using the SQL Server Import Wizard and
configure it to ignore duplicate values. 

D. Configure CHECK constraints on the table that contains the imported data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a database administrator for your company. Users report that some reports are performing poorly. You
ascertain that your tables have the appropriate indexes and that your queries should be performing optimally. You
execute a SHOWPLAN statement on the poorly performing reports. You find that incorrect indexes are being used in
some cases. You want the SQL Server 2005 query optimizer to automatically select the correct indexes. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a maintenance plan that includes an Update Statistics task. 

B. Create a maintenance plan that includes a Check Database Integrity task. 

C. Rewrite all poorly performing queries so that they use query hints. 

D. Rebuild the indexes and restart the server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to review the current storage system and decide on the best configuration for the tempdb database on SQL1
to improve tempdb performance. Your solution must ensure that company requirements and policies are fulfilled. Which
two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Create a RAID-1 set, and move tempdb to this drive set. 

B. Create a RAID-0 set, and move tempdb to this drive set. 

C. Set the starting size of tempdb to 3 GB. 

D. Create a RAID-0 set, and move tempdb and the user database with the largest index to this drive set. 

E. Disable automatic file growth on tempdb. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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